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Cleaning Reveals Beauty at Fourth Forum Pulire  

  

Northbrook, IL, USA—October 19, 2018—The fourth Forum Pulire was held in Milan, 

Italy, October 10–11, 2018. ISSA, the worldwide cleaning industry association, was one 

of three event promoters, together with Afidamp FAB, the Italian trade association for 

cleaning industry manufacturers; and the Italian organization ONBSI, the Bilateral 

National Organization of Cleaning Services and Integrated Services.  

 

The Forum Pulire takes place in Italy every other year. More than 500 professionals 

from the cleaning industry registered at the international educational event to gain 

inspiration, discuss trends, and make connections. ISSA’s involvement has resulted in 

expansion to other regions, including an event in Brazil earlier this year.  

 

The theme for the 2018 Forum was “Cleaning as an Absolute Value.” Four key topics 

were evaluated and discussed: health and prevention, ethics and the environment, 

beauty, and innovation and technology. After two intense, productive days, the Forum 

Pulire came to a successful close, with a 13 percent increase in attendance over the 

previous edition.  

 

In May 2018, ISSA and Afidamp FAB announced their new partnership, which is 

focused on jointly developing and hosting executive education and go-to-market 

opportunities for their members and the industry at-large on a global scale. This 

includes the entire family of Pulire exhibitions, the next of which will be the Pulire 

Smart Show, May 21–23, 2019, in Verona, Italy. 

 

About Pulire and Afidamp FAB 

With multiple locations around the world, the Pulire family, including exhibitions and 

educational events, has a true global reach. In addition, Pulire’s programming has 

expanded to include a wide range of industry segments and activities, including 

seminars and workshops, an innovation award, green-clean prize, match-making 

programs and international networking, institutional conferences and product 

demonstrations, and field testing. In 2013, Pulire revolutionized the event world with 

the launch of its Smart Show, a completely unique concept that uses today’s 

smartphone technology to maximize the way modern buyers and sellers connect and 

communicate, as well as to offer real-time data on the fly.   
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Since 1999, Afidamp Fab, the Italian Association of Manufacturers of Professional 

Cleaning Equipment and Products, has been the official organizer of the Pulire show in 

Verona, Italy, as well as various projects in Spain, India, Asia, South America, and 

Russia. 

 

About ISSA, The Worldwide Cleaning Industry Association 

With more than 9,200 company members—including distributors, manufacturers, 

manufacturer representatives, building-service contractors, in-house service providers, 

residential cleaners, and associated service members—ISSA is the world’s leading trade 

association for the cleaning industry. The association is committed to changing the way 

the world views cleaning by providing its members with the business tools they need to 

promote cleaning as an investment in human health, the environment, and an improved 

bottom line. Headquartered in Northbrook, IL, USA, the association has regional offices 

in Mainz, Germany; Botany, Australia; and Shanghai, China. Visit www.issa.com, call 

800-225-4772 (North America) or 847-982-0800, join the discussion with ISSA’s LinkedIn 

group, and follow ISSA on our Facebook page and Twitter account.  

### 

For more information, contact ISSA Global Communications Director Lisa Veeck at 

mailto:lisav@issa.com or 800-225-4772. 
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